SAVINGS PASS
Our next-generation, mobile-exclusive
savings programs take the coupon books
of the past and bring them back to life.
Encourage local commerce with a digital
pass that allows communities the flexibility
to add new offers, update old ones and
capture first-party data along the way.
Stop estimating economic impact; start
counting real people through the doors
of local businesses. Each savings pass
is capable of tracking redemptions of
discounts. Our technology can finally show
communities how many consumers are
using discounts and at what locations.

BRING ON THE SAVINGS
Many consumers plan their trips around diversified
experiences, which may mean that they they do not
want to do the same kind of activities (museums,
wine tastings, or attractions) 3 days in a row. Savings
passes allow for discounts to various activities around
your destination offering an array of things-to-do!

WE BELIEVE AN IMPRESSION IS A
METRIC, NOT AN OBJECTIVE
Using Bandwango’s Destination Experience Engine
(DXE) makes all key progress indicators, economic
impact, and visitor behavior data trackable, discernible
and distilled into easy-to-understand intelligence.
Number of passes purchased
Permission based marketing opt-ins
Average number of passes redeemed
Merchant payouts and/or total dollars
generated from sales

LOOKING TO CURATE MOBILE-EXCLUSIVE SAVINGS?... CLICK HERE!

LET’S TALK DETAILS

≥60 DAY LAUNCH TIMELINE

SAVINGS
PASS
Savings passes perform best when targeted
at a niche market segment - like attractions,
restaurants or retail locations. Bandwango’s
two-click redemption process means
passholders simply click the “redeem” button
on their mobile passport and show their
phone to the merchant at checkout.

REQUIREMENTS
Clients will send over a list of no more than 200 merchants to reach out
to for potential inclusion on the passport. All participating merchants
must offer a discount. Bandwango’s two-click redemption process
means that merchants require minimal training. Virtual offerings or
online retailers (with the exception of attractions that exclusively
require advanced reservations through online portals), hotels and
merchants not offering a discount cannot be included.

PASS DURATION
Passes can have two different durations; either
always on or a date specific campaign.

RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend choosing a theme for your passport so
all merchants feel connected. For instance, common
Savings Passes focus solely dining deal or attraction
discounts. Clients should create a minimum offer
requirement for merchants. Don’t forget to think about
who will be using this passport. Are they locals, visitors,
teachers, or will the discounts be available to anyone?

WE SUGGEST MEASURING THE FOLLOWING KPI’S:
Number of pass sign-ups and marketing opt-ins are the two key metrics our clients measure for their
Savings Pass. For most Bandwango clients, roughly 10-15% of passholders will redeem a coupon.

CASE STUDY: VISIT OMAHA PENNY PACK

LAGER THAN LIFE WITH
SAVINGS PASSES
Visitors can now experience Omaha without breaking their budget
thanks to Bandwango DXE program – the Penny Pack.
CRAFTING THE SAVINGS
Visit Omaha began working with Bandwango in September 2018 after wanting to
craft a savings pass that could encourage visitation to the 12 brewery merchants
included within the project. They had two goals in mind:
 Creatively expand existing offers showcase the local beer scene, without
breaking their budget.
 Encourage visitors to navigate the destination in a truly local way, creating
an experience that appeals to beer aficionados, adult travelers, conference
attendees and more.

THE PITCHER PERFECT OPPORTUNITY
The Omaha Penny Pack focuses on the value proposition of “a penny saved is a pint earned.”
Using the Bandwango DXE system, Omaha now knows their customers typically start planning their itineraries roughly
24 days before arriving in destination. They can also track how many passes are active and how many passes are still
unused. This data means that Visit Omaha can now prompt travel-minded visitors who have not arrived in destination
to explore more on VisitOmaha.com or book a hotel if they haven’t already.

Visit Omaha is now able to connect their visitors
to unique offerings while measuring economic
impact and true visitor data, year over year.

8,500+

7,400+

2,700+

Total number of
pass sign-ups

Total passholder redemptions at the
12 merchant locations

Passholders who opted-in to Visit
Omaha marketing communication

